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Abstract— Cloud is one of the next generation networks. It is used to provide various on demand resources to the user as per 

their availability. Clouds are basically collections of APIs and Various Services. Cloud computing providers expose a set of 

software interfaces or APIs that customers use to manage and interact with cloud services [1]. One of the major challenges 

for the cloud is its Security. The major reason for this is out sourcing of services to the third party. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The definition of Cloud Computing refers to the delivery of IT resources and applications when it is demanded via the Internet. 

It is provided on pay you go basis. On any web Enabled device, the cloud computing environment allows us to use data, software 

and various services from any location. This environment provides storage solutions which users and enterprises with various 

capabilities use to store and process their data in third-party data centers. 

II. CLOUD API 

APIs or application programming interfaces, give access to developers programmatically. This includes cloud services, such as 

storing data, updating a database, moving data, pushing data into a queue, provisioning a server, etc. 

The core component behind any public cloud solution is Cloud APIs and is generally based on the REST and SOAP.[6] 

Cloud APIs requires careful attention from cloud providers as well as cloud customers. 

As shown in Fig. there are basically three segment of cloud APIs. First is infrastructure, second is service and third is 

application clusters. 

 
Fig. 1: Cloud APIs 

Administrators can integrate applications and other workloads into the cloud using these APIs. 

 Service-level [2]: It is also known as Platform-as-a-Service. The access and functionality for a cloud environment is been 

provided by service APIs. It provides integration with databases, messaging systems, portals, and even storage components. 

 Application-level [2]: It is also known as Software-as-a-Service APIs. It is used to connect the application-layer with the 

cloud and its underlying IT infrastructure. So, CRM and ERP applications are examples of where application APIs can be 

used to create a cloud application extension for your environment. 

 Infrastructure-level [2]: It is also known as Infrastructure-as-a-Service, The control of specific cloud resources and their 

distribution are been handled by these APIs. For example, the rapid provisioning or de-provisioning of cloud resources is 

mostly done by an infrastructure APIs. These kinds of APIs are also used for network configurations and workload (VM) 

management. 

 Cloud provider and cross-platform APIs: Many environments don’t use only one cloud provider or even platform. So, there 

is a great need for cross-platforms and their compatibility. Most service providers are offering generic HTTP and HTTPS 

API incorporation to allow their customers greater cloud flexibility. Cross-platform APIs let cloud users the facility to 

access resources not just from their key cloud provider, but from others as well. This can save a lot of time and development 

process because organizations can access the resources and workloads of different cloud providers and platforms. 

In the race to create a solid platform, several market leaders have emerged in the cloud API push. Just to name a few: 

[2] 

 Apache (Citrix) Cloud Stack 

 Amazon Web Services API and Eucalyptus 

 Google Compute Engine 

http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/tip/Choosing-a-cloud-API-in-a-non-standardized-world
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/news/2240211622/2013-guides-Application-program-interfaces-mobile-top-the-list
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 Simple Cloud 

 OpenStack API 

 VMware vCloud API 

III. DEFINING THE RISK POSED BY INSECURE APIS 

APIs  are used to serve  many common cloud computing processes and causes  automation of more complex business needs, 

such as configuration of a variety of cloud instances among multiple providers and using a third-party management platform 

for both cloud and on-premises systems 

As stated in the Notorious Nine report [3] 

Insecure cloud APIs can pose a variety of risks related to confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability. 

A good starting point for analyzing cloud provider APIs is 

A. Transport Security 

APIs can be offered through various channels but those containing secure data must be protected within secure channels like 

SSL/TLS or IPSec 

Use of IPSec tunnels between a cloud service provider (CSP) and a customer is a challenging or impossible task, so SSL/TLS 

are mostly used. Due to these potential problems like certificate management from an internal or (more commonly) external 

certificate authority, configuration issues with platform services [4], and software integration and issues with end-to-end 

protection arise. 

B. Authentication and Authorization. 

Authentication and authorization is been included as functionality in many cloud APIs. Some question must be answered by 

APIs like is encryption of usernames and passwords can be managed by API? Is two-factor authentication attributes are 

managed by those APIs? 

C. Code and development practices 

Some APIs uses JSON and XML messages or accept input from users .Applications containing this kind of APIs must be tested 

for standard injection flaws and CSRF attacks, schema validation, encoding for both input from the user and output, and so on. 

D. Message protection 

Beyond ensuring that general coding best practices are followed, other key considerations for APIs include message structure, 

message passing integrity validation, and encryption or encoding of message.[4] 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we try to understand all the things related to APIs .With the explosion of application development and integration 

in the cloud, it's no surprise that cloud consumers are taking the threat of insecure APIs seriously. 
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